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1. Don’t think you’re in the product or service business:  You are in the 
relationship business.  I’m hard pressed to think of a profession not focused on 
relationships in today’s new normal business environment.  How do you gain 
your next customer?  How do you get service from your supplier when they are 
overwhelmed?  Do you have your employee’s loyalty?  The answer depends on 
whether you prioritize relationships.

2. Don’t think your relationship is with the company: It’s quite the challenge to 
have a relationship with a company yet we all try to pursue it.  My customer or 
client is Boeing or GM.  My supplier is Cardinal Healthcare.  NO!  To be 
successful, your relationship is with the person - Fred Andrews, COO of Acme.

3. Don’t shout about your products & services:  No one has time to listen with 
all the chaos in today’s information overload work.  The way to stand out in the 
crowd is to create a conversation – in person and on-line.

4. Don’t tweet or status more noise into the atmosphere: No professional cares 
about your latest bell, whistle or feat; instead, they care about what’s in it for 
them.  Provide value and folks will be interested.

5. Don’t be singular in communication:  Variety is your friend.  With all the stimuli 
available in the new normal business environment, each person is only interested 
in what’s meaningful to him/her.  You must use varying modes of communication 
to reach your audience.  Tweet, post statuses, develop a video, download an 
audio file, pick up the phone …

6. Don’t just talk:  Talk is cheap.  Listening is a critical success factor to 
succeeding with social networks and social media.  How will you modify your 
conversation to fit the person if you don’t know what he/she needs?  

7. Don’t be mundane:  To stand out in the crowd in the new normal business 
environment, you must be an object of interest.  What will make your customers 
think “I must do business with Fred!”?  What will make your employees proud to 
work at your company?  What will make investors think your company is worth 
considering?

8. Don’t be complex:  There is too much noise in today’s environment to be 
confusing in your requests and messages.  Short and simple stands out from the 
crowd.  Clarity wins the day.


